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Pokemon trainer card maker with pc

7 Like 7 Into Pokémon? Join the community. Getting Amino Into Pokémon? Join the community. Get App More from umbreonking1 11/20/16 More featured posts 1 day ago Trainer Card Maker's Haku;136; Multiple Template View When you create a tag, we create multiple tags by using multiple template
selections at once to save you time. Overlay A unique feature that we have is the overlay. You can overlay your coach card with an image to give your card a more personalized look. We'll add more images to the selection and will review any requests you may have. No brand Unlike other coach card
manufacturers, we do not damage your card with any ads or credit text. We believe that each card you make is entirely yours and should consider how you want it. Make your trainer card now If anyone has any suggestions, comments, requests, bug reports, etc., feel free to post it here or PM me. I've
worked very hard to create this and hope you all enjoy using it. MAKE YOUR OWN COACH CARD HERE it does not work .... how it works. it continues to show a big red ex in the upper left corner it does not work.... how it works. it continues to show a large red ex on the top left corner myself as well as a
few others who have successfully used TCM. Can you give me a screenshot of the problem you are experiencing? In addition, any other details that you can provide such as your browser and operating system will be greatly appreciated. I look forward to getting this problem solved for you. Maybe others
are experiencing the same problem you are having. Kind Regards, Haku MAKE YOUR OWN TRAINER CARD HERE doesn't work for me either. Ash nazg durbatulûk, tro nazg gimbatul, tro nazg thrakatulûk agh burzum-ishi krimpatul. There is no morality for you evolutionists. Please avoid saying things
like that. Alright. For all those who have problems, try again. It'll work now. One of the HTML tags I used had compatibility issues with Internet Explorer, but worked well with most other browsers. This is just one of the reasons not to use Internet Explorer. I've always used FireFox and Google Chrome to
check things out on my site. Anyway, it will work for almost all browsers now. If you still have problems with it, let me know. Kind Regards, Haku MAKE YOUR OWN TRAINER CARD HERE can you add shinies? it's just 2 of my pokemon is shiny Ash nazg durbatulûk, ash nazg gimbatul, ash nazg
thrakatulûk agh burzum-ishi krimpatul. There is no morality for you evolutionists. Please avoid saying things like that. Can you add shinies? it's just 2 My pokemon is shiny I'll try... It shouldn't be too hard though the mutilation of sprites is a bit tedious. If you've been experimenting with my coach card
manufacturer long enough, you'll notice that some normal pokemon sprites are not cut as well as some others. I encourage people to report them so I can cut them better in my spare time. The mutilation must be done manually and as you can imagine, sitting at a computer cutting sprites hundreds of
sprites all day is not the most fun thing to do. Anyway, adding shinies shouldn't be too hard to make. I'm thinking of adding a text next to each pokemon selecter with Shiny content? with a check box next to it. I just have to find a good resource for shiny pokemon sprites now. If you can recommend
one/several, it will greatly evaluate. I don't think they're too hard to find, but any help is welcome. Kind Regards, Haku MAKE YOUR OWN TRAINER CARD HERE hi, 2 q's 1. Where is this tcm? can someone link it? and 2. you can (if not yet done) add hoenn coaching sprites??? i can't find a training card
manufacturer with magma members ANYWHERE. and I really enjoyed putting that on my thnx card before, dfkop you can (if not yet done) add hoenn coaching sprites??? i can't find a training card manufacturer with magma members ANYWHERE. and I really enjoyed putting that on my thnx card before,
dfkop Yes, which should be pretty easy to do. I'll see about the coaching Hoenn sprites made today. I'll post back with an update when I do. Kind Regards, Haku MAKE YOUR OWN TRAINER CARD HERE Is there a way to put in shinies? Or sex too? Have a nice day Black FC: 3911-6974-2268 -
STUNFISK LAUGHS AT YOU!- Yesterday is history, tomorrow is mysterious, today is a gift, that's why it's called present. Me? I am not honest, and a man who is not honest you can always trust is not honest. Really. It's honest people that you want to watch out for, because you can never predict when
they're going to do something incredibly... Stupid. Is there a way to put in shinies? Or sex too? As of now, no. Many coaches and the ability to put shinies on the to-do list. As far as gender is concerned, it wasn't really a priority, but since it seems like something you really want, I'll add it to the to-do list too.
How advanced should the gender system be? Simply adding gender symbols should not be too difficult, but the appearance of some Pokemon depends on the gender. If you want me to add the female version to these pokemon, that's going to take some time. The more pokemon sprites I have, the more
time I have to cut them on my own. Self-cropping about 500 pokemon is not a quick thing to do. And when I had to start cropping up multiple sets of Pokemon sprites, that number was easily increased. Up to now, I am the only developer working on this project and I do not receive any help from anyone.
So it will take some time for me to self-cut any additional Pokemon sprite sets. As for the addition of additional coaching personnel, I apologize for the delay. It's not a tedious job and I'll get them added as soon as possible. Moreover, I encourage people to propose improvements to existing features. Kind
Regards, Haku MAKE YOUR OWN TRAINER CARD HERE Thank you very much, I really like The Trainer Card! Player name: Zafyron, White Friend Code: 1721 - 6526 - 2990. If you want to trade, just let me know! UPDATE: Due to the popularity of my coach card manufacturer, the disk space of my site
has been almost all used up. All cards have been deleted, although I have a backup of some of them. I'll be moving the site to a new server with plenty of disk space soon. There is a good chance some will be restored, but you can still recreate your card regardless. Sincerely, Haku MAKE YOUR OWN
TRAINER CARD HERE ~;395;I Declared Empoleon;395;~Steel Pwns. (Started by Dr. Empoleon) yaaay thank you Haku = D Can you can update this 4 BW? All a Trainer is, As a Pokemon in the other forme~ Brad64 Page 2 UPDATE: I've added all the BW pokemon, but it takes me a few days to cut
them all. So you can add any BW pokemon to your card that you want today, but don't expect all of them to fit nicely in the boxes until next week. Last Edited: October 12, 2010 MAKE YOUR OWN TRAINER CARD HERE This is pretty cool, and easy to make. I just want to say thank you, so thanks!
Spoiler: 3DS Friend Code &amp; Friend Safari 3DS friend code:1118-0349-6106 Friend Safari: Sliggoo, Fraxure, Noibat All Hail Meowth! Trophy made by Pika22 I'm busy with life outside the internet; I wouldn't be on usually no b/w coaching sprites, then no cards make meh. * signatures do not exist. I
have no clue when I'll even post again, really. :/* wow cool thanksalot Thanx a bunch, I can finally do one with Jaroda in that US--Pi for the signature banner and The Freak Sweep for avatar can u change it so you can have all the badges on one card including black and white bagdes. Shiny would also
be good. Otherwise awsome its. thanks 4 for doing this. Last edited: November 16, 2010 I was just wondering if you had a sprite of male coaches from R/S/E games for tmc? Everything you've been taught is based on theory and logic. Soon you will probably realize how meaningless they are in the world
we live in. hey i want to add something, some pokemons heads are cutted by (arceus &amp; giratina for axample) Proud and glorious so, standing in front of us our swords will shine in the sky! The Soul of a LUGIA;249; ^ it's cut off not cutted off Sorry, the nazi grammer in me took over. I would rather be
criticized by people of high standards, than praised by people with low standards. Mozart Credits for skiyomi great for banners. I keep getting a 404 message... 3DS: 2964-9062-2165 Safari Type: Normal Pokémon: Pidgey, Woobat (unknown Tuesday) thanks to the man I do not use uber Pokemon, I do
not calculate the stat value, I do not use fraudulent devices, I do not my way to perfection, and I don't care about nature. I catch my Pokemon their way, and treat them like individuals instead of brainless drones. If you use this philosophy, copy &amp; paste this into your signature. (Started by Tyranitar)
Real trainers should try to fight the pokemon they love the most, not the strongest. two bh:3 Cool /t/93a6e63884729fe22badb5deae9f0e8a.png Page 3 and black and white badge? Pokemon White Friends Code: 0046 2011 5256 Search: Snivy Oshawott Pansage Panpour Deerling Unfezant Any legend I
don't have NationalDex yet so I can't get generation 1-4 Pokemon. what happened to the site? My card isn't visible. Friends Code: 3911 7240 4314 MM Hunting 210 eggs hatching uhhhh... I clicked on the link in Haku's signature and it says exactly this: No URL required / pokemon-trainer-card-
generator.html is not found on this server. Additionally, a 404 error could not be found that was encountered while attempting to use an ErrorDocument to process the request. Apache/2 Server at www.hakuanime.net Port 80 [/B] I'm not at all good with computers so please let me know whats going in a
way I can understand, thanks. Last Edited: March 18, 2011 I need help Pls. I need help! I wanted to create my Trainer card, but when I clicked on your link, it saidOOPS,This link seems to be broken. PLEASE HELP! ~Thank you~ ;180; Are there any other sites to make coach cards that have Pokemon
Gen 5? i found one, i forgot which one and link, but they don't have an option to choose the gender appearance. :/ ^Pokemon GPX^ My current goal is to make a ghost team named after beauty and pls beast characters. I wanted to create my Trainer card, but when I clicked on your link, it saidOOPS,This
link seems to be broken. PLEASE HELP! ~Thank you~ ;180; The site was down because bandwidth limits were exceeded. It's working again. Also, I'll update the training card manufacturers soon. If anyone wants to help, you can let me know via PM or email (webmaster [at] hakuanime.net). MAKE YOUR
OWN TRAINER CARD HERE I'd make a Trainer Card here, but the names and sprites are outdated. can you update them to B/W, please? * signatures do not exist. I have no clue when I'll even post again, really. :/* ... It's falling again. Do you know when it will work? Also, I can suggest no tags are saved
on the site, just have them made into a picture of some kind and someone takes the time to Right-Click and press Save Picture... That can help you in the long run... Pokemon Platinum Friend Code: 4297 2219 9575 Please no Hit or whatnot now, just start playing again, still need to pass elite four. I won't
mind the profession though. MISC Oddities: Blue: ;000; (no hacking, just a legit glitch!) Silver: Diglett's Tunnel Snorlax-&gt;143; ;201-v;; 201-a;; 201-r;; 201-i;; 201-o;; 201-u;; 201-s; ;201-u;; 201-n;; 201-o;; 201-w;; 201-n; 201-n; ;137; &lt;-(Lv100) Sapphire: ;346; ;360; ;382; ;351-r; (;378; ;377; ;379; ;384;
&lt;- Not a copy of the game, but I caught them) Platinum: ;479; ;487; ;482; ;480; ... Mesprit is annoying to catch.. Also, I will be able to get Shaymin and Darkrai once I beat elite four. i suck i suck a nice app battle. i like the coaching card manufacturers Mew_ make this bag unova UPDATE: Unova badge
set has been added. Expect more updates soon. nich card maker you have O and if you are looking for other kind of unova badges i have my version in my sig. if you want the file message me. it won't work for me it keeps saying 404 Not found ... same, I also get a 404 error, and I'm using google chrome



... Pokemon breeder, PM me if interested in ^_^;129; (Currently offers a UT Adamant Magikarp with perfect attack IV!) ;129; It doesn't work. All I get is ERROR 404 or something: 648s: If you're a Pokemon fan, then sign up here!!! :648s: The site will be backed up August 1. We reached our bandwidth limit
earlier this month due to all the popularity. I suggest you save your coach card to your computer and upload it to a photo host if you want to make sure that your coach card is shown to others throughout the month. Sincerely, Haku MAKE YOUR OWN TRAINER CARD HERE
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